










































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































       
Figure 37 Impressions, 2009; (left to right) possum on quince; bird on quince; bird on fig; grub in 
branch 
 
         
Figure 38 Inertia, 2009; (left) dust rings on linoleum from pantry shelves where Fowlers jars of 
preserves stood since 1986; (right) tyre rings in grass 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Figure 39 Repetition, 2009; (left) wallaby tracks in grass; (right) blackberry canes against glass 
 
I considered cultural connections, both temporal and spatial, within and beyond the site. 
There was historical evidence of a thriving river trade connecting the apple industry with 
export markets via Blackwall, and of innovative timber construction (Figs 40, 41). The river is 
now commercially and recreationally quiet; brick now dominates timber. 
 
                
Figure 40 (left) Connecting I; stencilled apple crates from the barn, circa 1950 
Figure 41 (right) Connecting II; ‘building a “corduroy track” over swampy ground, 1932’  
(Source: Richardson 2003, p. 49) 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And as subdivision of farms altered the profile of the area, the roles of fencing and naming 
changed. Once genuflecting to the Motherland (Oban, Grasmere, The Chelmer), naming of 
property (Fig. 42) now reflects landscape features and occupancy (Highview, Pope’s Nest, 
Rice Grass College). Front fences, where they exist, are dedicated to screening rather than 
withholding valuable livestock; plants often take on the task.  
 
 
Figure 42 Naming, 2011; digital text and line drawing, 100 x 100 cm  
 
These materials, connections and experiences were rich pickings for mappings, as the 
following works attempt to transcribe. A bewildering array of tasks to render the house 
habitable meant the most immediate concerns were approached first. 
It started with rats – small, but not an insignificant aspect of rural life. While rats are natural 
tree dwellers or burrowers, some prefer the warmth of a farmhouse wall cavity where food 
and accommodation are cheap. Their ‘runs’ can be mapped from the house to the 
outbuildings; both are favoured nest sites. Accumulated nesting materials provide 
fragmented social histories encapsulated in newsprint, hair, fabric and straw – and give off a 
gagging stench. They may be removed from the kitchen but are readily remembered in the 
potting shed, reincarnated as ultraviolet filters until UV rays and lichens ultimately consume 
the images. 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The black rat (Rattus rattus) is an introduced species and key ecosystem changer; it has 
proved highly adaptive to human habitation. During the demolition phase of house 
renovation a decomposed rat carcass was found under the floor, and rat nest material was 
gathered from wall cavities. These nests and skeletal remains became the basis for 
composite images reproduced onto glass – Rattus rattus (Fig. 43) and manipulated 
photograms – Rattus nestus (Fig. 44).  
 
      
Figure 43 Rattus rattus, 2010; digital images on recycled glasshouse glass, each panel 51 x 46 cm, 
overall assembled dimensions variable  
 
               
Figure 44 Rattus nestus, 2010; photograms of fragments of rat nest material reproduced on 
photographic paper, each 27.7 x 25 cm 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While the presence of rats was immediately evident, the broader measure of human impact 
in this environment required exploration, to encompass essential service infrastructure and 
its limitations. A significant presence on the property are Transend high voltage overhead 
transmission lines that crackle and fizz in moisture‐laden air, and Ben Lomond Water mains 
pipeline, buried; both within the same easement, both requiring special consideration when 
planning land use – enforced restrictions, allowable activities, joint responsibilities. Imposed 
restrictions include kite‐flying, model aircraft, flammables and explosives stores, swimming 
pools, galvanized sheds and trees over three metres. Animals may roam, small structures 
may be built; mobility and flexibility are preferred. Under such conditions, and left 
unattended, ruderality thrives. Force field (Fig. 45) and Undercurrent (Figs 46 and 47) 
together map the extent of the easement and implications for land management, expressed 
through geometry, image and text. Wayfinding is attempted in the process.  
 
 
Figure 45 Force field, 2011; recycled timber lathes, whitewashed, each frame 90 x 90 x 90 cm, overall 
dimensions variable 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Because of their high visibility and contentious nature, the power lines are taken as starting 
point for an exploration into electromagnetic fields (EMF) to demonstrate inverse‐square 
law, where strength is inversely proportional to the square of the distance from the source; 
the same law applies to acoustics, light, radiation and gravitation (inverse‐square law 2008). 
To demonstrate this principle, triangular timber‐lathe frames of Force field, reminiscent of 
Gunns Leads on the Tamar River, represent intervals across the easement; standing erect 
towards the power line centreline they collapse as distance increases, in the spirit of 
inverse‐square law.  
These neglected wayleave slopes were ripe for the establishment of ruderals 
(predominantly blackberries and rosehips, amidst myriad herbs and grasses), concentrated 
in impenetrable clumps around fallen fences and disused sheds. Despite their notoriety, 
such undergrowth provides fertile feeding ground for insects, most conspicuously butterflies 
and bees, and protective cover for birds. Following recent substantial clearing and 
subsequent losses for wildlife, I have planned substitute habitat and beehives. The 
triangular forms of Undercurrents I and II echo the triangular frames of Force field and 
decipher the vegetation, allowed but not always welcome in a paddock – mapping the 
macro and micro underfoot. The frames can be read as prohibition notices, abstracted 
replacement trees, reclining fences or as navigation leads to direct safe passage uphill. 
 
 
Figure 46 Undercurrent I – tracking + leading, 2011; digital text drawing, 100 x 100 cm 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Figure 47 Undercurrent II – scanning, 2011; digital image drawing, 100 x 100 cm 
 
Within the easement, an old weatherboard shed with its galvanized roof illegally stands its 
ground, remaining obscured by a dense veil of blackberries, and forming an effective hide. 
Since physical access to the shed remains blocked, and with a camera obscura in mind, 
pinhole and Brownie Box cameras were angled through foliage to photograph and add 
substance to an imagined interior (Fig. 48). Turned outwards on sightlines to the opposite 
side of the valley, it would find a shelterbelt of Macrocarpa in a paddock at the equivalent 
40‐metre contour. Hide offers protection and a map projection as it takes refuge and a 
bearing on height above the river.  
 
                                          
Figure 48 Hide, 2011; (left to right) shed exterior; Brownie Box negative print of shed interior, 17.7 x 6 
cm; sketch projection, 12.5 x 7.5 cm 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At the eastern limits of the easement, a free‐form red/purple ‘grape’ might be hoisted eight 
metres high on a flagpole – no geometry, no restrictions, no responsibility. Distillations (Fig. 
49) is constituted as a series of loosely globular, translucent acrylic lozenges with coils and 
tendrils of fencing wire, suspended to cast wine stains of light to infuse the surfaces below 
with their glow. It tracks movements of the sun (bees navigate by movements of the sun), 
working as highlighter to surrounding texture and form, drawing attention on‐site to wine 
production and farming practices in the area. Structurally, it expresses connectivity as the 
wires find convenient entry points in the perforated acrylic discs for mutual support. The 
ensemble is conceived as part of Force field, the celebratory antithesis of constraint.  
 
      
Figure 49 Distillations I, 2010; installed at Holm Oak vineyard during Art entWine exhibition,  
acrylic sheet, fencing wire, dimensions variable  
 
The tussle between constraint and freewill can be seen in rusted wire hen cages – 
disengaged from blackberries, and taking on the form of objects against which they had 
been wedged for many years. Stacked, and stocked with glass panels and Fowlers jars, 
Finding equilibrium (Fig. 50) strives for a balance between natural disorder and human 
manipulation. Representing farm produce and weed control, stencilled jars denote the 
molecular formulae of commercially available fertilizers and herbicides; images on glass 
portray some of the target plants. The installation recalls an agricultural show exhibit, 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mapping a history of farming practice (the cages date from the 1940s, preserved fruit from 
1986) and the omnipresent production of weed seeds working effortlessly to control homo 
faber.  
 
            
Figure 50 Finding equilibrium, 2011 (under construction); (left) wire cages with printed glass panels, 
each cage approx. 190 x 80 x 80 cm, overall dimensions variable; (right) stencilled Fowlers jars with 
variable contents 
 
Playing their part in overall ecological balance are lichens, key indicators of atmospheric 
health. In optimal conditions, these algal/fungal bodies colonise various substrates, from 
glass and tin to fences, branches and stone – biological weathering of stone by lichens being 
a contributing factor in soil formation. When forming on soil, they help to prevent erosion. 
Lichens, air quality and geology are thus inextricably linked.  
Fog and smoke share an ability to reduce visibility, playing flickering tricks on perception. As 
mist drifted in the valley during winter, digital photography and video‐recordings, at a 
smaller scale, found smoke and steam sorting hard edges from soft as they mingled with 
thermal currents in a gutter, under a lichen‐covered old feral plum tree. To replicate those 
subtle shifts, a video‐map of moisture reconfigures slowly as whitewash dries on glass (Fig. 
51), suggesting the pace at which lichens disintegrate stone. Accompanying the 
videorecording, light played over a lichenous glass map (Fig. 52) implies fog’s deception and 
invites reflection on the transient nature of pollutants and the enduring pollution of nature. 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Figure 51 Fog lights I, 2011; video still, whitewash drying on glass 
 
 
 
Figure 52 Fog lights II, 2011 (under construction); broken glass panels, lichen pads, rust stains, 
whitewash, metal clips, dimensions variable 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Downhill, an avenue of eleven mature Cupressus macrocarpa was felled as a precautionary 
measure (two had already fallen prey to a strong north‐easterly blow). In cross‐section their 
trunks map the intricate negotiations of a century of growth, showing subtle adjustments to 
prevailing conditions, overlaid by the cuts of abrupt change. The rubbing (Fig. 53) finds a 
‘fossilised’ chainsaw blade, encapsulating a now‐familiar attitude to working the land. 
Flutings and inclusions describes the grooves and indentations of branches and bark, most 
prominent at the bases of trees which span, on average, two metres. The eleven remaining 
stumps are a reminder of that former gargantuan presence and help to stabilize the bank.  
Reparations are being made. Thistles began to colonise the stumps, so in competition and in 
order to accentuate their sinuous line, many of the flutings were gouged out and planted 
with black oats as a green manure crop (Fig. 54); some have had wire ‘baskets’ inserted. 
Following the oats, endemic grasses will be trialled for more extensive grassland plantings.  
 
      
Figure 53 (left) Cupressus macrocarpa trunk in cross section, 2009; graphite on paper, 180 x 95 cm 
Figure 54 (right) Flutings and inclusions, April 2010; black oats emerging from island ‘inclusion’, 
dimensions variable 
 
Considering alterations to habitat, shade patterns, wind protection and water take‐up, new 
plantings are planned, albeit at a different scale. Approximately twenty‐two metres away in 
the opposite paddock, on the ash bed of one of three huge log pile burns following felling, 
eleven new trees will be planted, in a copse rather than an avenue – fluted and inclusive. 
Siting indicates the reach of Macrocarpa when they fell. Eleven wire baskets on linoleum 
tiles (Fig. 55) express the move from one location to another, taking their imprinted form 
and cargo with them. 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Figure 55 Flutings and inclusions, February 2011; chicken wire, black oats, linoleum tiles, dimensions 
variable 
 
Adjacent to the stumps, What transpires maps the establishment and operation of evapo‐
transpiration beds (French drains) as an on‐going onsite wastewater management system. 
Three trenches, each twenty‐two metres long and a metre wide, were excavated along the 
contours of a river‐facing slope to accommodate a sandwich of pipes and filtering materials, 
eventually to be grassed for stabilization and transpiration – sending nutrient‐rich waste out 
to dry.  
It is a work in progress. After defining the alignment and profile of the trenches, the 
emergence, distribution and vigour of ruderal plants are assessed in the overall scheme of 
waste management. A suite of volunteers appears sequentially in a seasonally changing 
palette of yellow, white, pink, purple and green (onion weed and dolerite cobbles feature 
heavily in the topsoil, blackberries have not been eliminated); and whatever comes up will 
be mown. A ‘corduroy ramp’ adds a measure of access over delicately constructed 
earthworks. For a designed outcome, the viability of Tasmanian grasses and shrubs in these 
conditions will be trialled over ensuing months and years when, seen from the river or the 
road, the bank might appear as a discarded Expressionist rag, or a series of ribbons and 
waves. 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What transpires (Fig. 56) takes inspiration from both Mel Chin and Maya Lin, although the 
scientific component has been barely explored and elegant undulations are elusive. In the 
short term, the aesthetic will be in the rude health of vegetation, and in the palette of 
colours and textures locating the lines of the trenches. It declares its purpose, waving not 
hiding.  
 
 
Figure 56 What transpires, 2010 on‐going (‘corduroy ramp’ under construction); ringlock fencing 
wire, anti‐bird netting, timber laths, approx. 60 x 500 x 70 cm 
 
Overall, the grid is an organising principle of cartography. Significant to Abacus (Fig. 57) is 
distortion of the grid, which I have taken here as a unifying, signifying element, disrupted to 
illustrate the futility of control. Despite our strong inclinations to command and contain the 
landscape (with earthworks, fences, fertilizers, herbicides), external forces and natural order 
will contrive to disrupt that control.  
The distorted grid of ring‐lock fencing wire supports an array of balls, hand‐coloured to 
reflect geomorphology and seasonal ruderal change. From one perspective the convex form 
of Abacus echoes a bend in the river; from another it simply embraces space. A blue‐green 
thread follows a single contour suggesting the constants of vegetation and water, while 
orange‐yellow‐purple lines descend at intervals, punctuating the fluctuating flow. There is 
opportunity to rearrange the balls to allow modest alterations to the landscape. 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Figure 57 Abacus, 2010; ring‐lock and single strand fencing wire, hand‐coloured balls, approx. 110 x 
160 x 80 cm 
 
Having explored the devices of mapping, their contribution to the project was assessed. 
Grids afford a pliable structure to individual works, where measure and order often give way 
to distortion – a quality also of scale. Those contemplative spaces of disorientation might 
illuminate a change in direction. Triangulation emerges as significant by linking apparently 
disconnected physical elements or drawing together once‐segregated knowledge 
disciplines, thus broadening the scope of enquiry. The notion of projection is used literally 
and conceptually, to generate a wider conversation with the site and its surrounds. 
An attempt to emphasise concepts was assisted by metaphor and rhetorical persuasion, and 
through materials as signifiers holding memory and prospect together. While new resources 
were occasionally introduced as counterpoint to the old, and to indicate openness to 
change, the adaptation of worn materials to fresh uses helps to maintain traditional farming 
practices where ingenuity and necessity unite; they aim to ground the works, allowing 
method and materials their voice. Treating glass in an open fire (building on the tradition of 
splitting large rocks with fire when clearing land for farming) meant that I could observe 
reactions – melting in extreme heat, and cracking which varied in scale according to 
expansion, cooling and movement. The uncontrolled conditions allowed for random results. 
Geometry often played into organic form, acknowledging the built environment as it adapts 
to local conditions. Overall, a substantially monochrome palette privileged form and texture 
over colour. Whitewashing of discards was symbolically cleansing, taking dairy and 
glasshouse functions to a neutralizing effect on latterday ruderality. 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Throughout the project the to‐and‐fro between making and writing opened new lines of 
enquiry, when ‘writing about’ became ‘writing as’ research. Text might instigate trials in an 
untried medium; texture might inspire new words. From the outset the naming of works 
was important, often using the present participle to infer a progressive state of ideation. 
Even though they might change direction en route, titles emerged from both the writing and 
material form, to claim an identity or imply a characteristic – as does the naming of property 
and weeds. Toponomy could contribute or remain independent.  
Mappings have been presented here in a variety of ways, where, in three‐dimensional 
works, materials are integral to the expression of site conditions. In Rattus rattus encrusted 
glass carries the conceptual relocation of rats from farmhouse to glasshouse. Force field and 
Undercurrents I and II map the distribution and characteristics of weed species within the 
extensive power line easement, the slatted timber frames of Force field providing additional 
navigational references. Finding equilibrium represents the overall presence of weed species 
on the property, signposting methods of control; glass is the medium, cages offer a physical, 
unstable support. The physical entity of Distillations acts as passive conduit, its effect noting 
the changing position of the sun. Fog lights considers the effects of atmospheric pollution 
on plant and soil health; the video recording of a slowly changing map of moisture, as 
whitewash dries on glass, and played over lichen‐encrusted glass panels, suggests geological 
time – the pace at which lichens disintegrate stone. What transpires maps the fluid nature 
of a wastewater management system earthworks project. Borrowing from historical 
precedent, its ‘corduroy ramp’ offers preliminary design solutions for access over the 
trenches. Abacus signifies shifts in the palette of weeds over seasons. The white‐on‐white 
Pegging out plots a transect of the valley to indicate the impact of land‐based activities on 
the river; its later iteration on the pegboard reverse uses wire and wooden blocks to add 
relational clusters of dwellings. Naming locates specific residences along the river, noting 
changes to attitude when conferring names on property. Flutings and inclusions maps the 
detailed growth patterns of trees and, in determining the site for an alternative copse, 
measures their mature height. Heavy at times, contracting to the east profiles the gouging 
effects of stormwater. 
This research project scratches the surface of interpretation and explores ways in which the 
minutiae and big picture cooperate in a balanced ecology, and how cultural intrusion might 
adapt. It does not attempt to resolve issues of land management but acknowledges that, 
through an iterative process of questioning, multi‐dimensional, conceptual mapping might 
open a dialogue with design. 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CONCLUSION squaring off 
 
As with many wayfinding exercises there has been an attempt here to find a plausible 
progression through seemingly disparate events. However, since my research extends 
beyond navigation to a broader understanding of landscape, correspondingly, a variety of 
approaches were employed.  
The Rattus series explores colonising and adaptive behaviours of invasive and introduced 
species. Conceptually relocating the rat, it also charts a social history of human/ruderal 
interaction – humans alter habitat, ruderals quickly adapt. Finding equilibrium questions the 
futility of control, showing the relentless cycle of production and counter‐production, 
whereas Fog lights highlights the phenomenon of atmospheric pollution, mapping effects 
rather than the movements of fog. Flutings and inclusions considers cultural, spatial and 
environmental loss, and replacement. A formal avenue of European influence becomes 
informally massed Tasmanian copse; dense shadows become filtered shade, views are 
altered, habitat is replenished, surface run‐off is ameliorated. It maps patterns of growth 
and plans for a more productive future. What transpires has potential in the trenches for 
cross‐disciplinary research, where a solid scientific argument may complement an aesthetic 
response. Undercurrent, Force field and Distillations plot the extent and impact of essential 
services. Enforced restrictions ask for reconsideration of land use – typology and 
morphology might unite. Attempts to expose Hide’s interior were largely unsuccessful using 
pinhole photography, but the shed remains a topographic marker with potential for further 
projections. Heavy at times and Pegging out recognise the implications for land 
management within and beyond the site, acknowledging that one property does not exist in 
isolation, and that the river, particularly, is at risk. The least location‐specific map, Abacus, is 
an overview of the situation. It could be imagined at a larger scale, reinstated as a fence, 
charting a sinuous line between built and natural form.  
Having been exhibited previously, in part, during the course of the research project, the 
Rattus and Distillations series have been reconfigured as Rattus rattus II and Distillations II, 
making use of windows and gantry beams to extend their presence beyond the gallery 
environment. 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The performative nature of some installations underscores a sense of play; work as in play, 
often in illogical ways, allows us to learn – homo ludens meets homo faber. Some works take 
inspiration from the adaptive mechanisms of plants, others from the elemental forces of 
nature; cultural interjections are allowed to settle in. In each, there is an attempt to distil 
multiple readings into a work of simplicity and grace – those elusive qualities yet to prosper 
in these artworks.  
Observing the changes over a two‐year period, I accept the role of weathering and neglect 
in landscape management and design. Time, as a fourth dimension, may reinvigorate tired 
concepts, allowing for unplanned changes in local conditions and the freedom that comes 
with relinquishing control – tweaking rather than commanding. Ultimately, as works 
conceived as in situ were to be represented in a gallery, the installations needed to be 
invested with their own authority while retaining the grain of the site.  
Although works in the assessment exhibition may be considered as iterations of site 
investigations, they also represent a moment of resolution as artworks – pausing in the 
evolution of design. The mappings are considered as part of a process, as staging posts 
rather than definitive outcomes. As such, the research makes a contribution to landscape 
design by bringing to attention the values of a particular site, without making significant 
change. Using the hermeneutic circle as a dynamic model, layers of meaning can accrue. 
And, as constituent parts support the legibility of a map, so the interpretive processes 
generally feed fragments into the whole, to be understood in a cooperative, rather than 
competitive relationship. The open manner of interpretation invites further opportunities in 
a pedagogical role and potential for cross‐disciplinary research, by engaging critically with 
contemporary circumstance with one eye on the past.  
I found myself, in the process of mapping, admiring the tenacity, but willing the submission, 
of much of the ruderal state. Despite mutterings of ‘knocking it into shape’, ruderality 
remains – persistent and instructive. 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APPENDIX: Examination exhibition documentation 
 
Dates of exhibition:  19‐20 April 2011 
Venue:  Academy Gallery A, School of Visual and Performing Arts, University of Tasmania, 
Launceston 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Negotiating the space of Gallery A  
(numbers in brackets refer to Academy Gallery A layout, below) 
 
Eleven works were installed for Master of Fine Arts assessment. 
Initially conceived as on‐site installations, re‐contextualising the exhibition in a ‘white cube’ 
gallery challenged effective evocation of the interpreted ruderal landscape. Thus, curatorial 
decisions were made with regard to architectural or structural elements of the gallery, 
which provided opportunities for placement and effect, and formal qualities of the 
artworks, some of which were reconfigured in situ.  
For the assessment, an existing temporary dividing wall was removed to allow maximum 
visual access – the entire ‘site’ was revealed. Spotlights and floodlights were used to isolate 
the works in a generally low‐lit room, while acting as leads to guide the viewer through the 
exhibition as a continuum of the project of mapping. And, as the project had extended its 
parameters beyond the confines of the target site, some of the artworks extended their 
reach beyond the four walls of the gallery.  
In the gallery, triangular timber forms of Force field (No. 1) were linked through a central 
visual axis to Undercurrent I – tracking + leading (No. 2) and Undercurrent II – scanning (No. 
3), to echo the triangular motif on opposite walls and establish their shared content. Force 
field became a directional marker, and set spatial parameters for other installations. What 
transpires (No. 4) allowed fencing wire to find its natural coiled/uncoiling form on a diagonal 
line towards the back wall, defining a space in which to view video projection. The shadowy 
recessed skirting of the gallery wall below the projection of Fog lights (No. 5) was accepted 
as part of the grey striations of stacked glass. Pegging out (No. 6) drew the viewer to the 
periphery, and was lit more fully than other works to compensate for the absorption of light 
into the roughness and brownness of masonite. Abacus (No. 7) stayed at the edge but 
remained independent of gallery walls, while Naming (No. 8) followed the placement of 
similar digital works, on the wall. Finding equilibrium (No. 9) focussed sightlines on a 
diagonal into the body of the gallery while allowing circulation space around the installation. 
The transition from dimly lit interior towards the gallery door offered an opportunity to 
pause and reflect on Distillations II (No. 10), as diffused lozenges of light were cast onto 
surrounding infrastructure. The installation made use of gantry beams from which acrylic 
discs were suspended, themselves acting as conduit, secondary to their effect. At the 
threshold, the glass panels of Rattus rattus II (No. 11) leant against the window and made an 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ascent on the wall. As such they engaged directly with gallery architecture and the 
thoroughfare beyond.  
The deliberately sequential route set out in the Gallery A layout followed spatial and 
relational decisions to allow sightlines and adequate circulation for the viewer. As a result, 
some works intended for inclusion in the exhibition, for example, Flutings and inclusions and 
Heavy at times, contracting to the east, were relegated to an adjacent annexe, joining 
additional investigative support material.   
Investigative material included direct imprints of the site to capture moments in time; 
diaristic endeavours to expose the chronology of the research; and explorations of 
materials, including video‐recordings of environmental effects. Works exhibited in Gallery A, 
in disparate ways, attempted to extend those investigations to a more fully resolved 
appreciation of on‐site conditions.  
Subsequent iterations may reconfigure materials as design elements in built projects, or 
become subsumed into the landscape as markers of earlier mappings. 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Academy Gallery A layout (following page) 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Exhibition images (numbered according to Academy Gallery A layout)  
See also digital video disc inside back cover. 
 
 
Force field (No. 1); whitewashed timber laths, approx. 90 x 90 x 250 cm,  
aligned with Undercurrent I – tracking + leading (No. 2) on wall 
(Source: Patrick Sutczak, video still) 
 
 
 
Undercurrent I – tracking + leading (No. 2); digital text image; 100 x 100 cm  
(Source: Patrick Sutczak, video still) 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Undercurrent I – tracking + leading; (detail) 
(Source: Patrick Sutczak, video still) 
 
 
 
Undercurrent II – scanning (No. 3); digital image drawing; 100 x 100 cm 
(Source: Patrick Sutczak, video still) 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What transpires (No. 4); timber laths, ringlock fencing wire, anti‐bird netting; approx. 60 x 450 x 70 
cm; Naming (No. 8) behind left, and Abacus (No. 7) behind right 
(Source: Lynne Larby) 
 
 
 
 
What transpires; (detail) 
(Source: Patrick Sutczak, video still) 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Fog lights (No. 5); video projection, glass, ink, whitewash, lichens; approx. 290 x 550 cm  
(Source: Lynne Larby) 
 
 
 
Pegging out (No. 6); masonite boards, timber blocks, tie wire, nails; approx. 122 x 195 x 12 cm 
(Source: Lynne Larby) 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Abacus (No. 7); ringlock fencing wire, coloured balls; 110 x 160 x 80 cm 
(Source: Patrick Sutczak, video still) 
 
 
Naming (No. 8); digital text and line drawing; 100 x 100 cm 
(Source: Patrick Sutczak, video still) 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Finding equilibrium (No. 9); wire cages, digital images on glass, stenciled Fowlers jars with variable 
contents; approx. 80 x 160 x 380 cm  
(Source: Lynne Larby) 
 
    
Finding equilibrium (details) 
(Source: Lynne Larby) 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Distillations II (No. 10); acrylic discs, fencing wire, cast light; light effects approx. 140 x 930 cm 
(Source: Lynne Larby) 
 
 
Distillations II (acrylic disc detail) 
(Source: Patrick Sutczak, video still) 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Rattus rattus II (No. 11); (floor component) digital images on glass; approx. 51 x 390 cm overall 
(Source: Patrick Sutczak, video still) 
 
 
Rattus rattus II; (detail) 
(Source: Patrick Sutczak, video still) 
   69 
Support work  
 
 
 
(i) Flutings and inclusions; chicken wire, black oats, linoleum tiles; approx. 110 x 150 x 30 cm 
(Source: Lynne Larby) 
 
 
 
(ii) Heavy at times, contracting to the east; chicken wire, broken glass; approx. 120 x 50 x 30 cm 
(Source: Lynne Larby) 
